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CORPORATE
PROFILE
The Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC)
was established in 1993 in terms of the Agricultural
Produce Agents Act, 12 of 1992 (the Act). Our
mandate is to regulate certain activities of fresh
produce agents, export agents and livestock agents
as well as to promote and enhance the occupation.
OUR OBJECTIVE
To regulate the occupations of fresh produce,
export and livestock agents and to maintain and
enhance the status and dignity of those occupations and the integrity of people practising those
occupations.
OUR VISION
To be an innovative, supportive, proactive and
responsive regulatory body.
OUR MISSION
We strive to effectively and efficiently regulate the
occupations of fresh produce, export and livestock
agents in order to:
• fulfil our mandate as prescribed by the
Agricultural Produce Agents Act
• protect the principal against dishonest practices
• uphold our responsibility to maintain and
enhance the occupations of fresh produce,
export and livestock agents
• position APAC to effectively contribute in the
development and transformation of the
agricultural sector
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OUR VALUES
• Fairness: We will act with objectivity, empathy,
integrity, prudence and transparency
• Attitude: We will be an ambitious, professional,
passionate, supportive, reliable and dedicated
workforce
• Drive: We will be driven to deliver our objectives
defined by the Agricultural Produce Agents Act
• Flexibility: We will remain open to change and
innovation
ANNUAL REPORT 2014/2015

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
MINISTER
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE AGENTS COUNCIL

REGISTRAR

Deputy Registrar

Administration Officer

Compliance Officer

Compliance Officer

Marketing

Registrations

Compliance Audits

Conducting Stock Audits

Investigations

Finance and

Stock Audit Review

Market Projects

Procurement

Market Support Services

Disciplinary Hearings

Human Resource and

Trust Reconciliations and

Office Management

Audit Reports Review

Training Co-ordination
and Reporting

Special Projects
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COUNCIL MEMBERS

Seated from left: Mrs GA Backhouse, Mr TD van Zyl (Chairperson), Mrs L Pretorius (Registrar)
On arm of chair from left: Mrs MD Snyman, Mrs S Nel (Deputy Registrar)
Second row from left: Mr PM Botha, Mr MJ Oosthuizen, Ms M Mohapi
Back row from left: Mr W Clack, Mr JC Faure, Mr WJ Meyer, Mr NJ Van Staden
Absent: Ms GM Senyolo, Mr S Symington, Ms CN Mkhonto, Ms S Malinga, Mr C Troskie,
Mrs TE Fredericks, Mr CH Scheepers
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CHAIRPERSON’S
REPORT
MR. TD VAN ZYL

APAC AS REGULATOR OF THE SALES COMMISSION SYSTEM IN SOUTH AFRICA
The Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC) enables a
system of intermediation based on a fiduciary relationship
between principles and registered agents and sales people
acting on their behalf.
The original reason for the establishment of the commission
based sales system was the necessity of a market that
aggregates produce from scattered rural origins in
reply to the demand for those products, generally in a
concentrated area like a city or town centre. Farmers, with
little knowledge of the market dynamics of a city or town,
were enabled by this system to have a professional person
acting on their behalf to sell their produce. This system has
evolved over decades to represent a mutualistic relationship
between farmers, agents and the relevant authorities. These
parties have created an environment where produce is
traded according to laws, by-laws and rules. The law is
promulgated by national government and regulates the
commission agents’ occupation and functions together with
the rules laid down by APAC. By-laws are enacted by the
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municipalities and regulate the fresh produce markets within
a municipal area. Agents and sales people have to register
with APAC to be able to trade as commission agents
regionally, nationally or internationally. Market agents also
have to register on specific fresh produce markets to be
able to operate as an agency.
To understand these relationships clearly, it is important to
understand the meaning of a fiduciary duty. A fiduciary is
a person holding an ethical relationship with one or more
parties commonly where care is taken of money or stock
of another person. In such a relationship the principal in
a position of vulnerability, vests confidence, good faith,
reliance and trust in the agents. The agent’s duty should be
utmost trust and loyalty towards the principal. A fiduciary
duty is the highest standard of care at either equity or law.
It is expected to be such that there must be no conflict of
interest between the fiduciary and the principal and the
fiduciary must not profit from the principal. It has been said
that fiduciaries must conduct themselves “at a higher level

than that trodden by the crowd and that the overriding duty
of the fiduciary is the obligation of undivided loyalty.”

R18,5bn, sheep R6,6bn, goats R1,9bn and pigs R0,5bn for
the same period.

The sales commission system functions on the basis of
produce supplied on consignment to the agent and the
agents’ salesperson. The produce is then sold to the highest
bidder and the agent and salesperson earn their income as
an ad valorem commission. The remainder of the proceeds
has to be paid over to the producer or principal. By
agreement, costs can be deducted from the proceeds. The
stock on hand or proceeds of stock sold is part of the trust
account of the producer and should always be balanced
and accounted for.

95 Export agents registered with APAC traded in excess of
R19.8b produce in 2014/15.

The Agricultural Produce Agents Council Act, which was
enacted by Parliament promulgating Act No. 12 of 1992,
created the regulatory environment for commission agents
in South Africa.
Council members are appointed, as prescribed by the Act,
from designated groups, by the Minister of Agriculture
for terms of up to three years. The registrar and deputy
registrar are ex officio members of Council and are
appointed by Council in consultation with the Minister.
The registrar is accountable to Council and responsible for
the implementation of policy, rules and the codes of conduct
determined by Council in accordance with the Act. Functions
include administration, registration of agents, keeping records
of account, inspections and investigations into the affairs of
agents, the institution and conducting of disciplinary hearings
and other procedures pertaining to agents.
The objective of Council is to regulate the occupations of
fresh produce, export and livestock agents and to maintain
their status and dignity. The fresh produce agents have an
established Fidelity Fund to reimburse producers for direct
losses suffered by them as a result of theft or dishonest
conduct committed by a fresh produce agent of any money or
agricultural produce entrusted by the producer to the agent.
There are 104 fresh produce agencies registered on the 22
national fresh produce markets and private markets in South
Africa. These market agencies employ 914 registered
sales personnel and traded 2’845’517 tons with a value of
R13,6bn for the year 2014/15.
The livestock industry has 48 registered agencies facilitating
trade to the value of R28,5bn segmented into beef

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2014/15
Council continued to support the registrar and the APAC
team to perform its regulatory duties. Council and executive
council meetings are held regularly.
The registrar and her team maintained a functionally
efficient organisation. Agents and sales personnel
registrations were kept and updated. The rules for all three
categories of agents were revisited and that export agents
are receiving special attention in turn.
Financial and trust account audits, stock audits and
compliance audits were conducted. Disciplinary actions
were taken and managed. Interviews were held regarding
registration of challenged registration applications.
APAC’s EXCO supported council’s objectives with valuable
contributions by the:
• Remuneration and Audit Committee (Chairperson:
Mr Paul Botha)
• Livestock Agents (Chairperson: Mr Willie Clark)
• Market Agents (Chairperson: Mr Paul Botha)
• Export Agents (Chairperson: Mr Nico van Staden)
• Transformation Committee (Chairperson: Ms Theresa
Fredericks).
We appreciate and commend the professional and
committed performance of their duties by the registrar,
Ms Lizel Pretorius, and her team.
I would like to thank all the agents and registered sales
people who uphold the values of a fiduciary office. This
relationship of trust and loyalty has to be nurtured in the
interest of the community we serve.
Lastly, a special word of thanks to Council members for their
valued time and attention to the matters of APAC and the
industry.
Mr TD van Zyl
CHAIRPERSON: APAC
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REGISTRAR’S
REPORT
MRS. L PRETORIUS

Agriculture is an important sector in South Africa’s
economy, despite its relatively small contribution to the
total GDP. It is a high risk industry confronted with factors
including climate change, market access (to producers,
agents and buyers), government regulations and policies on
a national and provincial level, fluctuations in the value of
the rand, deteriorating infrastructure and the maintaining the
infrastructure at high international standards all contributing.
Nevertheless, besides fulfilling the basic need of providing
food to the nation, it remains a significant source of
employment as well as a major earner of foreign exchange.
Fresh produce markets and agents play a significant role
in the price discovery, distribution and marketing of fresh
produce in South Africa.
The extent of the business environment for agricultural
produce agents amounted to R75.7 billion for 2014 and
R67.7 billion for 2013. This includes fruit and vegetables
valued at R13.6 billion sold on National Fresh Produce
Markets, exports R19.8 billion and supermarkets R14.2
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billion. The livestock industry amounted to a gross value of
R28.1 billion in 2014. Comparing 2013 to 2014 volumes
and rand value of sales on National Fresh Produce markets
shows a slight increase from over R12.5 billion (2’827’704
met ton) to over R13.6 billion (2’845’517 met ton).
The growth of fresh produce markets has a multiplier effect
on the local economy of communities, as more than 60%
of markets’ customers are hawkers selling within their
community. Fresh produce markets are also the entry point
for small-scale farmers into the local economy. We need to
ensure that farmers choosing the agent marketing model are
protected by the Agricultural Produce Agents Act, and its
Rules. This means that we must safeguard that agents’ trade
with diligence to their fiduciary duty, render a professional
service, maintain ethical values, lawfully abide trading
procedures and maintain transparency.
APAC’S STEPS TO MITIGATE RISKS
An effective risk management strategy is critical to the

success of the industry. APAC has identified three main risks
to proactively manage and mitigate:
1. Making sure that fresh produce consignments sent
to fresh produce markets are properly recorded on
the market IT system, before selling takes place
2. Safeguarding the produce until it is sold
3. Making sure that fresh produce agents exercise
proper financial management by:
• recording all sales transactions
• getting the necessary written consent from a
		 farmer before selling on credit
• keeping sales money in a trust account
• financial sound practices in managing their
		 farmers’ trust money
This report provides a brief insight into how we have tried
to mitigate or eliminate the risks mentioned above. I am
satisfied that APAC remains strategically positioned to
ensure the sustained confidence in the agricultural agents
profession.
I would like to express my grateful thanks and appreciation
to the Chairperson, Council and the Executive Committee
for the diligent work and dedication in ensuring overall
integrity within the Council itself and in the sector as a
whole. They have faithfully discharged their often onerous
and seldom acknowledged functions as Council members.
Many of the fine achievements would also not have been
possible without the ongoing commitment, dedication and
continued voluntary overtime of the dedicated staff. I would
like to thank APAC’s staff for a job well done in the day-today execution of the operational functions and activities of
APAC.
Finally I would express my heartfelt appreciation and
gratitude to our Chairperson, Mr Tommie van Zyl, for his
assistance, guidance and continued support. May I also
take the opportunity to welcome the new Minister, Mr
Senzeni Zokwana, and assure him of the APAC’s intention
and commitment to continue serving under his leadership.
L Pretorius
REGISTRAR: APAC
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OPERATIONAL
REVIEW
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Section 10 of the Agricultural Produce Agents Act sets out certain regulatory activities that APAC must perform. We also
undertake certain additional activities to proactively monitor and mitigate farmers’ risks.
The diagram below depicts the functions required by the Act in green and yellow. The red section shows our additional
activities as well as our prospective ones. These align with our 2015/16 business plan but are also in response to matters
that have arisen in the course of the year under review.

OCCUPATION
DEVELOPMENT/
ENHANCEMENT
• Marketing &
promotions
• Policy making

UNCLAIMED
MONIES
• Review
• Advertisement

DISCIPLINIARY &
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
COMPLIANCE &
STOCK AUDITS
SPECIAL PROJECTS
• Training
• Committees
• Industry

CREDIT SALES
BUYER INTERACTIONS (SALES,
CANCELLATIONS,
RESERVATIONS)
MARKET POLICIES
FRESHMARK
SYSTEM

PROSPECT S

APAC
ADMINISTRATION
• HR
• Finance &
Procurement

AUDIT REPORTS
• Review
• Auditor
verification

INVESTIGATIONS
• Internal
• External

R EVIEW

FEES
• Annual fees
• Fidelity Fund
contributors
• Guarantees

MANAG E

TRUST
RECONCILIATIONS
• Review
• Trust account
winding up

PERFOR M

REGISTRATIONS
• New
• Transfer
• Ad hoc

MARKET
INTELLIGENCE

REQUIRED BY THE ACT AND RULES

CURRENT STAFF ALLOCATION

REDUCING FIDELITY FUND RISK AND IMPROVED REGULATORY FOOTPRINT

A detailed review of the functions and additional areas explored during the financial year follows.

REGISTRATIONS
FIDELITY FUND AND REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES ISSUED
Section 16 of the Act determines that no person may act as agent (directly or indirectly), unless they are the holder
of a valid APAC registration certificate. To encourage agents to register and increase awareness generally, several of
our marketing campaigns focused on these requirements. The table below shows an increase in both fidelity fund and
registration certificates since last year.
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TYPE OF CERTIFICATE ISSUED

AGENCY

31 MARCH 2014

31 MARCH 2015

FIDELITY FUND CERTIFICATES

FRESH PRODUCE AGENCIES
• New agencies

2

6

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES

FRESH PRODUCE AGENTS
• New agents
• Agent transfers

71
26

100
44

LIVESTOCK AGENTS

2

35

EXPORT AGENTS

5

2

The large increase in certificates in the livestock agents’ category reflects the game industry’s commitment to ensure that all
agents are registered. APAC and Wildlife Ranching SA held a joint registration day, resulting in over 40 new applications
to register as livestock agents.
Despite the marketing campaign, we continue to receive complaints from agents and farmers about unregistered agents. It
is sometimes challenging to take action against the transgressor, due to the burden of proof on APAC.
DEREGISTRATION OF AGENCIES
During the period under review, Council approved seven applications to deregister agencies that were no longer
operational, as follows:
AGENCY TYPE

DEREGISTERED AGENCY

Fresh produce agency

• Mganu Fruit and Veg

Export agencies

• Zebra Fresh Fruit
• Henley Farm Properties
• Sun Valley Estates
• Oceanlynx
• Summerfield

Livestock agencies

• Rihlazana Auctions

DISQUALIFIED REGISTRATIONS
Section 16(6) of the Act stipulates that a certificate may not be issued in certain cases, such as when a person has been
dismissed from a position of trust or has been convicted of an offence involving dishonesty. The Act, however, makes
provision for Council to consider these applications to establish whether the person can be deemed fit and proper, in which
instance Council may issue a conditional registration.
This year, six of the 100 applications were disqualified in terms of Section 16(6). These six were interviewed by the ad hoc
committee, which decided to issue them with temporary registration certificates with these conditions:
• The certificates are only valid for 12 months.
• The agent may only act under the guidance of a nominated mentor approved by APAC who must have a valid market
permit to trade.
• The agent must attend and pass the Comsell 100, 200 and 300 courses.
• The agent and mentor must submit quarterly reports, detailing:
- The agent’s interpretation of the Act and the Fresh Produce Agents Rules, in order to illustrate what an agent’s
		 conduct should be as a benchmark for proper conduct
- Insight into the agent’s interpretation of immorality and morality observed in fresh produce markets
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A final report after the 12 month period of at least
1 500 words to be defended in person to the
Registrar on an agreed date.

These conditions will form the basis of the ad hoc
committee’s re-evaluation of the certificate.
TRANSFORMATION
APAC continues to strive for equitable economic
opportunities for ownership and management, for upcoming
producers to access the markets and agents, and for the
improvement of skills throughout the industry. APAC’s
transformation initiatives are discussed in more detail
later in this report under the section on the Transformation
Committee.
The table below indicates the racial and gender breakdown
of current registered fresh produce agents.
MALE

FEMALE

African

180

5

Coloured

22

3

Indian

166

4

White

757

56

These factors have influenced the imbalances and slow
transformation shown:
• It takes time to develop a trust relationship between
producers and agents. Potential new entrants find it
difficult to build these relationships.
• Current legislation does not provide APAC with any
grounds to ensure that a specific level of transformation
on all levels (not only based on gender and race) is
enforced.
PRECONDITIONS FOR NEW REGISTRATIONS
Past experience indicates that new agencies often close
within a year of registration. To avoid this, we have
introduced preconditions that have to be met before
considering an application. The preconditions are that the
owners/directors/shareholders must:
• attend and pass the Comsell 100 to 300 courses
• undergo a mentorship programme with an established
agency
• provide a comprehensive memorandum of
understanding pertaining to the legislative requirements
an agent has to fulfil.
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ISSUES RELATING TO UNREGISTERED AGENTS
After comparing our registration records with fresh produce markets records, we discovered six unregistered agents, who
were subsequently registered.
We continue to verify registered agents against our records during stock and compliance audits and distribute monthly lists
of registered agents to producer organisations.
We believe that the main reason for agents operating without a certificate is that the process between APAC registering
agents and markets issuing permits is not aligned. Agents make use of this misalignment to start trading. Although we have
procedural arrangements with some markets, we will now develop a standard operating procedure for all fresh produce
markets.
ONLINE TRAINING AND REGISTRATION IN THE PIPELINE
We evaluated the possibility of an online registration functionality to ensure a quicker turnaround time for new registrations,
together with a functionality for auditors to submit their reports online. We also explored the possibility of an online training
programme. The service provider we are currently engaging with has the ability to incorporate registrations and audit
reports in a separate linked module, but it can only be finalised if the training modules have been successfully completed.
The objective of the online training was to honour a Council decision that the applicant agent had passed the necessary
training and had appropriate knowledge of the Act, the rules and the industry. We hope that the online training and
registration will be concluded in the current year.
COMPLIANCE MANUAL DEVELOPED
We also developed a compliance guide for new agencies to highlight the most pertinent requirements an agency must
comply with during the agency’s life cycle. These include informing APAC of any changes to the agency’s information,
implementing the Codes of Best Practices, registering new sales personnel, submitting monthly trust reconciliations and biannual audit reports.
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LIST OF REGISTERED AGENCIES
Below are the fresh produce agencies registered under APAC. There are 914 registered sales personnel in the agencies.

FRESH PRODUCE AGENCIES
1

African Market Agency Trust

2

Algoabaai Markagente CC

3

AM Meyer Markagente (Pty) Ltd

4

Bay City Trading 37CC T/A Noordvaal Market Agents

5

Bloemfontein Algemene Markagentskappe (Pty) Ltd

6

Boere Trust CC T/A Farmers Trust Market Agents

7

Boland Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

8

Border Farmers Market Agency (Pty) Ltd

9

Botha Roodt Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd

10

Botha Roodt Pretoria (Pty) Ltd

11

Botha Roodt Springs CC

12

Botha Roodt Vereeniging (Pty) Ltd

13

Butterworth Produce Market CC

14

C L de Villiers (Pty) Ltd

15

Cape Market Agents CC

16

Citifresh Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

17

City Deep Waatlemoen Paneel (Pty) Ltd

18

Core Fruit (Pty) Ltd

19

Dapper Agencies (Pty) Ltd

20

Deals-4U Thirty One cc T/A Waspe Market Agents

21

Du Plessis & Wolmarans Transvaal (Pty) Ltd

22

Durban Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A John Bell & Co
Market Agents

23

DW Fresh Produce (Pty) Ltd

24

DW Fresh Produce Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd

25

Egoly Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

26

Exec-U-Fruit Market Agents CC

27

Federated Farmers (Pty) Ltd

28

Fewmore Trading CC T/A Nkosi Market Agents

29

Fine Bros (Pty) Ltd

30

Flash Bright Trade (Pty) Ltd T/A AA Market Agents

31

Fox & Brink (Pty) Ltd

32

Fox & Brink Distribution (Pty) Ltd

33

Fruitfin CC T/A Target Market Agents

34

Fruitways Marketing (Pty) Ltd

35

G & G Fresh Produce CC

36

G.W. Poole (Pty) Ltd

37

Garden Route Fresh Express CC

38

Garfield Market Agents CC

39

Gouws & Co. Produce (Pty) Ltd

40

Green Network Fresh Produce (Pty) Ltd

41

Hanly Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

42

Impala Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

43

Interaction Market Services Cape Town (Pty) Ltd T/A
RSA Market Agents (CPT)

44

Interaction Market Services Coastlands (Pty) Ltd T/A
RSA Market Agents (DBN)

45

Interaction Market Services Free State (Pty) Ltd T/A
RSA Market Agents (BFN)

46

Interaction Market Services Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd T/A
RSA Market Agents (JHB)

47

Interaction Market Services Limpopo (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA
Market Agents (Limpopo)

48

Interaction Market Services Tshwane (Pty) Ltd T/A RSA
Market Agents (TSE)

49

Isinda 105 (Pty) Ltd T/A Lansdell Market Agents

50

Izilimo Fresh Produce Market Agency

51

J Frances & Sons Klerksdorp (Pty) Ltd

52

Joxiforce (Pty) Ltd T/A Nelspruit Market Agents

53

King Market Trust T/A Gordon W Hall/ King Williams
Town Market Agents

54

Majestic Fresh Produce and Market CC

55

Marco Johannesburg Fresh Produce Market(Pty) Ltd

56

Matlosana Market Agents CC

57

Maverick Trading 1376 CC T/A George National
Fresh Produce Market

58

Multiflora Ltd

59

NAK Market Agents CC

60

Nectarine Trading 4 (Pty) Ltd T/A Farmers Direct Market
Agents

61

New Africa Market Agents

62

Nkosi Market Trading Trust T/A Natalia Market Agents
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FRESH PRODUCE AGENCIES
63

Nkosi Market Trading Trust T/A Natalia Market Agents

64

Noordeinde Vars Produktemark CC

65

One Boom Business Trading CC T/A Peter & Company
Market Agents

66

Pamish Investments No.17 (Pty) Ltd T/A Delta Market
Agents

67

Panmure Marketing Trust T/A Martin & Scheepers
Market Agents

68

Prinsloo en Venter (N-TVL) (Pty) Ltd

69

Protea Markert Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico/ Protea
Market Agents (TSE)

70

Pula Nala Market Agents (Pty) Ltd

71

Rholihlahla Strategic Investments (Pty) Ltd T/A

72

Ripple Effect 1069 cc T/A Rhoda's Market Agents

73

Samuels and Sons Fruit and Veg CC

74

SJ Matsau Trading Pty Ltd

75

Spes Bona Market Agency (Pty) Ltd T/A Subtropico/
Spes Bona Market Agents (CPT)

76

Springs Market Agents (Groente) CC

77

Springs Market Agents (Pty) Ltd (Fruit)

78

Squires and Sons (Pty) Ltd

79

Subtropico Johannesburg (Pty) Ltd

80

Subtropico Markagente(Pty) Ltd (Witbank)

81

Subtropico Market Agents ( Pty) Ltd East London

82

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Kimberley (fruit)

83

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Kimberley

84

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Pietermaritzburg

85

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Welkom

86

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Bloemfontein
-Modise Trust

87

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Bloemfontein

88

Subtropico Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Vereeniging

89

Subtropico Vrugte Market (Pty) Ltd (Klerksdorp)

90

Subtropico Vrugte Market Agents (Pty) Ltd Springs

91

Sweet Dreams Trading 42 cc T/A Witbank Market
Agents

92

Tambuko Trading (Pty)Ltd T/A Swartberg Market Agents

93

Teriplex (Pty) Ltd T/A CA-TU Fresh Market Agents

94

Texsouth Market Agents cc T/A Opkoms Market Agents

95

Texwal Market Agents (Pty) Ltd T/A Botha & Roodt
Welkom Market Agents

96

Turbot Investment CC T/A Metro Market Agents

97

Vrystaat Markagentskap CC

98

W. Finlayson & Co (Pty) Ltd

99

W.L. Ochse & Kie (Klerksdorp) (Pty)Ltd

100

W.P. Markagentskap (Pty) Ltd s

101

Wenpro (Kwazulu Natal) Pty Ltd

102

Wenpro Markagente (Pty) Ltd T/A Wenpro Market
Agents (JHB)

103

Westside Trading 380 (Pty)Ltd T/A Laeveld Market
Agents

104

Westside Trading 380 (Pty) Ltd T/A Laeveld Somerset
Market Agents

105

Wian Bemarkingsagente cc T/A Port Natal Market
Agents

106

Wiese & Dumont (Pty) Ltd T/A Boere Mark Market
Agents

LIVESTOCK AGENCIES
1

24 Wildlife (Pty) Ltd T/A Wildlife 24

2

AAM T/A Aadnesgaarg & Melouney

3

Adam Fowls-Wildlife Management Solutions T/A Wildlife Management Solutions

4

Amdre Kock & Seun Limited

5

Andre Kallis Auction Brokers (Pty) Ltd

6

Aucor Wildlife Auctions (Pty) Ltd

7

Aziware CC T/A Wildlife Trading

8

Barco Auctioneers (Pty) Ltd

9

Bet-EL Fruit Pool Account-9 Devision of Bet - EL Fruit (Pty)
Ltd T/A Bet-EL Fruit Proprietary Limited

10

BKB Beperk

11

BKB Louwid

12

BKB T/A BKB Bosveld
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LIVESTOCK AGENCIES
13

Boshoff Afslaers

14

Bosveld Afslaers BK

15

Brandon Leer Auctioneering Trust

16

BRP Livestock

17

Buying Wild Pty Ltd

18

Christoff John Heathcote T/A Wild Game Auction (Pty)
Ltd

19

Clive Gardner Afslaers

20

CMW Operations Pty Ltd T/A Cape Mohair - Wool

21

Copper Moon Trading 423 Pty Ltd T/A Riverview Trading

22

Elite Afslaers BK

23

Game Auction Online Pty Ltd

24

Go Livestock

25

GWK Ltd

26

Hentiq 2003 (Pty) Ltd T/A Vleissentraal Bethlehem

27

Hentiq 2004 (Pty) Ltd T/A Vleissentraal Bloemfontein

28

Hentiq 2007 (Pty) Ltd T/A Vleissentraal Bosveld

29

Houthalersbery Wild T/A Schalk Foune

30

JAPL Boerdery T/A Game 4 Sale

31

JCT Malon T/A Vee Een Lewende Hawe

32

JS Afslaers T/A Swarico Afslaers

33

Karoo - Ochse Stoetvee BK T/A Karoo - Ochse

34

Karoo Ochse Vryburg (EDMS) BPK

35

Klein Karoo Koop

36

Klein Karoo Ltd

37

Knowledge For Prosperity CC

38

Kwartel Trust

39

Land Breeze Trading 617 T/A Wikus Wessels Afslaers

40

Landswyd Afslaers (Pty) Ltd T/A Vleissentraal KZN

41

Louwid Afslaers Limited

42

Marius Laurens T/A Breeders Choice

43

Nasionale Stoetvee Afslaers T/A Vleissentraal Ermelo

44

Noordkaap Lewendehawe Vryburg Ltd

45

Paul Hobson Livestock (Pty) Ltd T/A Hobson & Co

46

PJ Badenhorst Afslaers (Pty) Ltd T/A Badenhorst Afslaers

47

Prete Hendrik Visser T/A Nakadima Safari's

48

Prete Hendrik Visser T/A Nakadima Safari's

49

Prima Livestock (Pty) Ltd

50

Rihlazana Auctions Gauteng CC

51

Rio Ridge 1292 CC T/A Hutch Properties

52

Riverwalk Trading 130 CC T/A Farmers Livestock
Agents

53

Roderick & Martin & Purdham T/A Roderick & Martin

54

Rubikon 22 (Pty) Ltd T/A Noordkaaap Lewendehawe
Kuruman

54

SA Livestock Auctioneers CC

56

SA Livestock Exchange CC

57

Shatadi Auctioneers and Asset Disposal

58

Sheard Auctioneers

59

Siddle Auctioneers (Pty) Ltd

60

Silver Solutions 3067 CC T/A Silver Solutions

61

Sleigh 123 cc T/A Esprit Veilings Weskaap

62

Suidkaap Lewendehawe Ltd

63

Tirhani Auctioneers

64

Tlou Asset Management and Disposal T/A Tlou Auctioneers

65

Tobie Myburgh Afslaer Ltd T/A Karoo-Ochse

66

Tollies Wildlife Services

67

Tomlinso & Wootton (Pty) Ltd T/A Elliott Bros Auctioneers

68

Van Wyk Lewendehawe Ermelo (Pty) Ltd

69

Van Wyk Lewndehawe (Pty) Ltd

70

Vanboden (Pty) Ltd T/A Vanboden Wildhandelaars /
Wildlife Traders

71

Vatospot (Pty) Ltd T/A Ruan Marx Wildlife

72

Venganix (Pty) Ltd

73

Vleissentraal (Pty) Ltd

74

We Do Wildlife

75

Wes Kaap Lewendehawe Agentskap (Pty) Ltd

76

Wildlife Auction (Pty) Ltd

77

Wildwinkel

78

Xan Swart T/A Ngamla
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Export Agencies
1

Afrifresh Export (Pty) Ltd

2

Afrifresh Group (Pty) Ltd

3

Afrupro Exporters (Pty) Ltd

4

Allied Fruit International (SA) (Pty) Ltd

5

AMC RSA (Pty) Ltd T/A AMC Fruit South Africa

6

Aruba Exporters (Pty) Ltd T/A Aruba South Africa

7

ARVUM Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A Unlimited Fruit (Pty) Ltd

8

At Market (Pty) Ltd

9

B F Rossouw T/A Kleine Vogel Vallie Q0008

10

Bell Ceres Vrugte (Pty) Ltd T/A Bell Ceres

11

Beneson Fruit (Pty) Ltd

12

Bonaire Fruit (Pty) Ltd

13

Bono Farm Management (Pty) Ltd

14

Bricyn Products (Pty) Ltd

15

Cape Citrus (Pty) Ltd T/A Suncape

16

Cape Five Export SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Cape Five

17

Capespan Exports (Pty) Ltd

18

Citrus Direct (Pty) Ltd

19

Class A Trading 153 (Pty) Ltd T/A Seven Seas

20

Constantia Terraces (Pty) Ltd

21

Core Fruit (Pty) Ltd

22

Cosmo Fruit (Pty) Ltd

23

C-Tabanelli Export (Pty) Ltd

24

Delecta Fruit (Pty) Ltd

25

Dimpho Fruits CC T/A Impala Citrus

26

Dole SA (Pty) Ltd

27

Du Toit Agri (Pty) Ltd T/A Du Toit Vrugte

28

Elgin Orchards (Pty) Ltd

29

Epping Privaat Mark

30

Expofrut RSA (Pty) Ltd

31

Exsa (Pty) Ltd

32

Favourite Fruit Export Pty Ltd

33

Fedfa Exports (Pty) Ltd

34

Fivestar Producers (Pty) Ltd

35

Flora Export (Pty) Ltd

36

Franschhoek Marketing (Pty) Ltd

37

Frapeja CC

38

Fresh Cap Marketing (Pty) Ltd

39

Freshworld (Pty) Ltd

40

Fruit Dispatch Co. of SA (Pty) Ltd

41

Fruitways (Pty) Ltd

42

Funki Fruit (Pty) Ltd

43

Gillyfrost 29 (Pty) Ltd T/A Fruitone (Pty) Ltd

44

Glofresh (Pty) Ltd

45

Goede Hoop Vrugte (Pty) Ltd T/A Goede Hoop Vrugte

46

Goldee Trading 2 T/A Divine Fruit

47

Good Hope Citrus Ltd

48

Green Marketing International (Pty) Ltd

49

H.L. Hall & Son (Group Services) Ltd T/A H.L. Hall & Son

50

Henley Farm Properties

51

Hoekstra Fruit Exporters (Pty) Ltd

52

Horticultural Extracts (Pty) Ltd

53

IBISA (Pty) Ltd T/A Grape Pro

54

In Seasons Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Seasons

55

Independent Fruit Services (Pty) Ltd

56

Interaction Market Services International (Pty) Ltd T/A
RSA International

57

JJ's Airfreight CC

58

Johann Doms Family Inv. (Pty) Ltd T/A Saraloga Fruit
Estat

59

Jo-Rie Products CC

60

K2013/192965/07 (Pty)Ltd T/A Eletrading

61

Kairali CC T/A Karpus Trading

62

Komati Fruit (Pty) Ltd

63

LGS Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A LGS Exports

64

Lona Trading (Pty) Ltd T/A Lona

65

Mardell Agencies (Pty) Ltd T/A Delmar Direct Marketing

66

Market Demand Fruit (Pty) Ltd

67

Meadowfresh (Pty) Ltd

68

Mimosa Fruit Trading

69

Moreson Trust

70

Moriah Citrus Estates (pty) Ltd

71

Mouton Citrus (Pty) Ltd

72

Mpilende Foods (Pty) Ltd
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Export Agencies
73

Oceanic Procurement and Logistics Centre (Pty) Ltd

74

Oceanlynx (Pty) Ltd

75

Onyx-Global Exports (Pty) Ltd T/A Onyx

76

Orion Pacific International T/A Orion Pacific Traders

77

Patensie Sitrus Limited

78

Platdrif Vrugta Beleggingd (Pty) Ltd T/A Ideafruit

79

Premier Fruit Exports (Pty) Ltd

80

Protea du Cap (Pty) Ltd

81

Regent Produce SA (Pty) Ltd

82

Ro-Lom Fruit Distributors (Pty) Ltd

83

SA Fruit Brother (Pty) Ltd

84

SA Fruit Promoters (Pty) Ltd T/A SAFPRO

85

SAFE Farm Ventures (Pty) Ltd T/A SAFE

86

San Miguel Fruits SA Pty Ltd

87

Sapex Citrus

88

Sapex Exports (Pty) Ltd

89

Seaboard International Trading

90

Southern Cross Marketing & Management Service

91

Southern Fruit Growers (Pty) Ltd

92

SRCC Marketing (Pty) Ltd T/A Sunday

93

Star South Fruit (Pty) Ltd

94

Suiderland Plase (Pty) Ltd

95

Sukasu (Pty) Ltd

96

SummerField Exports (Pty) Ltd

97

Sun Valley Estates (Pty) Ltd

102

Sunfare

99

SwellenFruit Packing (Pty) Ltd

104

The Cherry Branch

101

The Fruitman (Pty) Ltd

106

The Grape Company (Pty) Ltd

103

Thunderflex 93 (Pty) Ltd T/A Stems Fruit

108

Tomahawk Farming (Pty) Ltd

105

Tru-Cape Fruit Marketing (Pty) Ltd

110

Umlimi Fruit Partners

107

Unichoice Produce Direct (Pty) Ltd

112

Unifrutti South Africa

109

United Exports (Pty) Ltd

114

Univeg Operations South Africa

111

Van der Lans Capefresh (Pty) Ltd

116

Van Doorn South Africa (Pty) Ltd

113

Van Jaarsveld Afslaers

118

Vintage Distributors

115

Vintage Distributors (Pty) Ltd T/A Vintage

120

W P Fresh Distributors (Pty) Ltd

117

Westfalia Marketing (Pty) Ltd

122

X L International(Pty) Ltd

119

X-Treme International Trade Pty Ltd

124

Zebra Fresh Fruit (Pty) Ltd

TRUST RECONCILIATIONS
The monthly review of an agency’s trust reconciliation remains one of the most effective tools to determine if any material
transgressions have taken place during the month of review. The self-regulating tool is prescribed by Section 19 of the Act
which also stipulates that the reconciliation must be submitted 21 days after the end of each month.
APAC updates our website every month with the submission status of the trust reconciliation and indicates any trust
shortages for that month. We do this to ensure that as a regulating body we achieve our objective to protect producers
through an early warning system.
The period under review’s trust reconciliation submissions results per quarter are reflected in the table below. Each
reconciliation item is expressed as the percentage of the agencies in that category in relation to the total number of
required reconciliation submissions. Any amounts given reflects the grand total per category for the quarter.
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RECONCILIATION SUBMISSIONS RESULTS PER QUARTER
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

81.82 %
18.18 %
00.00 %

86.36 %
13.64 %
00.00 %

86.60 %
12.42 %
0.98 %

89.51 %
9.51 %
0.98 %

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS
• On time submissions
• Late submissions
• Current outstanding submissions

ANALYSIS OF SUBMISSIONS WHERE APAC INTERVENTION WAS REQUIRED
• Outstanding supporting documents
• Outstanding reconciliations
• Unsigned reconciliations
• Unexplainable amounts1
• Shortages for other reasons2
• Trust account shortages3

6.82 %
2.92 %
0.65 %
1.95 %
(R 571 232)
0.65 %
(R 573 436)
1.95 %
(R 1 421 275)

4.55 %
9.74 %
0.32 %
5.19 %
(R 728 192)
0.97 %
(R 163 892)
1.30 %
(R 1 200 587)

3.92 %
6.21 %
0.33 %
1.31 %
(R 105 715)
1.63 %
(R 66 866)
1.96 %
(R 1 090 260)

3.28 %
4.26 %
1.31 %
0.98 %
(R 21 017)
033 %
(R 150 000)
1.31 %
(R 637 495)

5.52 %
(R 8 844 729)
6.49 %
(R 20 960 912)
1.62 %
R 153 830

5.52 %
(R 35 392 285)
9.09 %
(R 25 410 119)
3.57 %
(R 331 186)

4.58 %
(R 6 330 109)
8.82 %
(R 20 311 462)
2.61 %
(R 111 885)

4.59 %
(R 3 107 925)
9.18 %
(R 16 917 567)
2.95 %
(R 205 557)

CREDIT SALES
• Unpaid producers credit sales
• Unpaid agents credit sales
• Shortage sales

1

2

3

The amounts referred to under this category relate to surpluses that could not be explained or seemed out of the ordinary or
inconsistent. We have resolved all the instances in this category with no material discrepancies.
These percentages are mainly attributed to payments effected from the incorrect account resulting in a trust deficit, or due to the trust
account reconciliation being completed incorrectly. All these shortages have been cleared and the accounting officers at the
respective agencies have been given training on the respective points where mistakes were made.
The amounts indicated here refer to real trust deficits due to the credit balance in the bank account not being sufficient to cover the
balance of trust creditors. All matters have been dealt with appropriately in terms of disciplinary, punitive or corrective actions.
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Overall the table above reflects that a timely submission compliance ratio of 86.06% was achieved. This is attributed to
the submission reminders that we send on the 21st day to all agencies whose reconciliations are outstanding. Only 0.49%
of the reconciliations are still outstanding. These reconciliations relate to one agency, Rolihlahla Market Agents, against
whom we have instituted disciplinary action.
Apart from the follow up of reconciliations that were outstanding on the 21st day of the month, the discrepancies noted
reflect a decrease, not taking into account extremes, from one quarter to the next. The areas where APAC intervention was
required took between one and two weeks to finalise. We responded to 35 requests by agencies requiring assistance in
understanding the reconciliation process and completing the relevant reconciliation.
Credit sales reflected in the table are voluntarily disclosed and therefore cannot be used as an industry benchmark. However,
the decrease in agents and producers credit sales is a step in the right direction to ensure that risk is mitigated and kept to a
sufficiently low level, especially with regard to claims against the fidelity fund and agencies’ overexposure to credit.
During the period under review, we held two trust reconciliation training sessions for five BEE agencies. For the period, three
changes in trust account notifications were received, of which one has been finalised. The remaining two requests are still
pending due to outstanding cheques that have not yet been cashed by producers. These require monitoring and follow up.

UNCLAIMED MONIES
Unclaimed monies relate to any amount that a producer has not claimed from its fresh produce agent within 200 days
after the sale of the fresh produce. In accordance with Rule 33.5, these monies must be paid to the Council immediately
after the period lapses.
During the current and previous financial years, it has become evident that some agencies are not adhering to the legislative requirement. The biggest contributor is cheques issued more than once for the same payment. Some agents are not
willing to pay the money over to the Council. We make between six and seven follow-up requests to ensure the money is
paid over. We circulated information on unclaimed monies to all agencies explaining the legislative requirement in detail,
together with a request to deposit any unclaimed monies into the Fidelity Fund Account.
As required by law, APAC publishes the unclaimed monies in the Government Gazette. We also inform industry stakeholders that they can view the unclaimed monies listings on our website, and actively advertise these amounts on farmer days.
The graph below illustrates the unclaimed monies for 2010 to 2014.
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ANNUAL AND INTERIM AUDIT REPORTS
In accordance with Rule 33.5, every fresh produce agency must submit two audit reports to Council within the agency’s
financial year; an annual audit report and an interim audit report.
The audit reports have the objective of reporting on compliance with sections 18(1), 19(1) and 19(3) of the Act. We monitor the results and compare them with the trust reconciliation submissions made during the year. We also ensure that all
audit reports are submitted within the prescribed period. In addition, we verify that the auditors used are registered with the
Independent Regulatory Board of Auditors (IRBA).
The graph below reflects the submissions and reporting status of the audit reports received per agency during the year.
AUDIT REPORT SUBMISSIONS FOR THE YEAR

Audit report submissions and qualifications
2

1

10

29

90

72
5
ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT
SUBMISSIONS

3

ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT
QUALIFICATIONS

Timely submissions

INTERIM AUDIT REPORT
SUBMISSIONS

Late submissions

Outstanding

INTERIM AUDIT REPORT
QUALIFICATIONS

Audit qualifications

The table below provides further detail into the four broad categories depicted above.
FEBRUARY
Annual audit
report
NUMBER OF REPORTS EXPECTED

Interim audit
report

DECEMBER
Annual audit
report

73

Interim audit
report

OTHER 1
Annual audit
report

18

Interim audit
report
11

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS
• On time submissions
• Late submissions
• Current outstanding submissions

63.01 %
36.99 %
0.00 %

89.04 %
9.59 %
1.37%

100.00 %
0.00 %
0.00%

100.00 %
0.00 %
0.00%

72.73 %
27.27 %
9.09 %

63.64 %
27.27 %
18.18 %

AUDIT QUALIFICATIONS

6.85 %

4.11 %

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

APAC INTERVENTION

43.84 %

21.92 %

5.56 %

0.00 %

27.27 %

36.36 %
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Notes to table:
1
Agencies with financial year ends of March, April, June, October and September have been grouped under this heading.
2
APAC required intervention included following up on outstanding audit reports, verifying directors and shareholders in
the audit report against the Council’s records to establish whether there had been a change of directors, as well as
initiate the re-registration process where applicable. Qualified audit reports and the resolution process followed is also
categorised under this heading.
The qualified audit statuses have all been resolved, with only one agency where disciplinary action was taken: Samuels &
Sons Market Agency. The outcome of the hearing is pending.
The outstanding annual audit reports relate to Izilimo Market Agency. This agency is included in the number of audit
reports outstanding for the interim and annual audit report periods. Rholihlahla Market Agency and CA-TU Market Agency
also did not submit audit reports for the interim audit reporting period.

INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS
We sent out a circular to all registered fresh produce agents informing them of their responsibility to study the Act and Rules
and to ensure that they fully comply with the requirements. Despite these attempts to remind agents of their reputational and
fiduciary duty, we were obliged to conduct investigations and hold disciplinary hearings either on our own accord, or in
response to whistle blowing.
INVESTIGATIONS
In terms of Section 19 of the Act, APAC is also tasked with the responsibility of conducting investigations into the conduct
of fresh produce agents or persons employed by a fresh produce agent. Such investigations are conducted either due to a
complaint, charge or allegation lodged by a stakeholder such as producers, producer organisations, markets, buyers or by
APAC as a result of contraventions noticed during site visits, stock audits, trust reconciliation submissions, interim and annual
audit report submissions as well as compliance audits.
During the period under review, we received and investigated 37 formal complaints. The outcome of nine investigations
resulted in prima facie cases and consequently in disciplinary hearings instituted against the fresh produce agents.
The most frequent complaints relate to not delivering promised prices, poor prices achieved, lack of communication and
produce discarded without informing the producer in advance about quality concerns. Some producers expect that APAC
take stern action against agents promising prices, but due to the lack of any concrete evidence substantiating the claim, we
rarely have any grounds to take further disciplinary action. We stress this at APAC agents and producers workshops. We
also encourage all agents and their producers to have written service level agreements, outlining the expectations of both
parties within the ambit of the Act.
During the period under review, we received an increase in the number of complaints regarding the ethical trading of
livestock agents, mostly relating to game agents. Even though APAC has no investigation or disciplinary mandate in this
regard, we try to assist and in several instances have recommended that producers engage with the Provincial Consumer
Affairs Offices. In future, through amendments to the Act, we envisage the effective regulation of both the livestock and
export agent trade.
DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS
The effective management of disciplinary proceedings remains a core activity within APAC to ensure a well regulated and
fully compliant profession that operates in the best interest of producers.
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The chart below reflects the most prominent non-compliance charges where disciplinary action was instituted, with 65 charges

Charges against fresh produce agents
28

30
25
20
15
10

9

11

5

3

5

6

3

0

The general heading of mismanagement of trust funds indicated in the table above, which reflects a total of 28 agents are
made up of:
Number of agency contraventions
Misappropriation of trust funds

6

Producers not paid within five working days from sales date

7

Failure to keep full and correct accounting records

6

Failure to deposit sales money into the trust account

3

Unidentified trust account payments

1

Overdrawn commission

2

Non-submission of trust reconciliations

1

Non-submission of audit reports

2

Under the heading of mismanagement of stock balances, the 11 contraventions are broken down as follows:
Number of agency contraventions
Non-recording of produce received on the market system

3

Stock shortages

6

Sales notes not issued

3
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The table below provides more detail on disciplinary hearings held during the financial year together with the current status
of adherence of the agents and agencies towards the sanctions given by the disciplinary tribunal.
Agency

Market

Date of
disciplinary
hearing

Accused

DW Fresh
Produce
Market
Agents

Tshwane
Fresh
Produce
Market

17/07/2014 Mr W Bronkhorst

Reason for instituting disciplinary
action

Hearing outcome

Stock shortages in Mr Bronkhorst was pro2011
hibited from acting as a
fresh produce agent for
a period of three years,
from the date on which the
order was made.
The barring of Mr Bronkhorst was suspended on
condition that he applied
for a registration certificate
before 31 July 2014.

Adherence to
hearing outcome
Mr Bronkhorst
fully complied
with the sanctions of the
Tribunal and a
temporary conditional registration certificate
was issued.

He was fined R20 000.
Farmers
Trust Market
Agents

Tshwane
Fresh
Produce
Market

16/07/2014 Mr R Butler

Produce recorded The subpoena could not
be served on Mr Bulter.
onto the sales
system was
cancelled, the
produce removed
from the market
floor and Mr
Butler took the
cash for the sales
transaction.

Not applicable.

John Bell &
Co Market
Agents

Durban
Fresh
Produce
Market

02/12/2014 Mr TJ Vereyne
Mr J Vereyne
Mrs CE Verreyne

Misappropriation
of trust funds

The accused
did not fully
comply with the
sanctions of the
Tribunal, as the
quarterly reporting and some
fine monies are
outstanding.

The agents’ fidelity fund
certificates were withdrawn, suspended for
a period of three years,
subject to:
• attending all the Comsell
courses, and
• quarterly reporting on
the state of affairs of
both the trust and
business account of the
agency.
The agency was also fined
R115 000 and had to contribute R60 000 towards
APAC’s legal cost.

Maverick
Market
Agents
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George
National
Fresh
Produce
Market
(Private
Market)

15/07/2014 Mr L Ehlers
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Non-recording of
cash
received as well
not recording the
sales
transaction.

Mr Ehlers’s fidelity fund
certificate was withdrawn,
suspended for a period of
three years.
He received a fine of R10
000 and had to contribute
R10 000 towards legal
costs.

Mr Ehlers fully
complied with
the sanctions of
the Tribunal.

Agency

Market

Date of
disciplinary
hearing

Accused

NAK Market
Agents

Uitenhage
Fresh
Produce
Market

14/10/2014 Mr W Oosthuizen
Mr V Coleske

Reason for instituting disciplinary
action

Hearing outcome

Stock shortages of Mr Coleske’s fidelity fund
R1.9 million.
certificate was withdrawn
and he received a fine of
R70 000.
Mr Oosthuizen’s fidelity fund certificate was
withdrawn, suspended for
three years on condition
that he:
• attend all the Comsell
courses and
• attend a mentorship
program.

NoordEinde Market
Agents

Private
Market

Wenpro Mar- Durban
ket Agents
Fresh
(KZN)
Produce
Market

17/07/2014 Mr S
Vermaak
Mr CJ
Vermaak
Mrs M Vermaak

21/07/2014 Mr D Stubs
and
Mr G Tommasi
5/10/2014 Mr A Sewnath
Mr CB Mottura
Mr JN Vogel

• Trust account
deficits due to
trust money not
being deposited into the trust
account.
• Irregular credit
sales.
• Late producer
payments.

The agents’ fidelity fund
certificates were withdrawn, suspended for a
period of three years.

• Price discrimination practices
• Unregistered
agents trading
on behalf of
Wenpro
Market Agents
(KZN).

The agency’s fidelity fund
certificate was withdrawn,
suspended for three years.

Adherence to
hearing outcome
Mr Coleske did
not comply with
the sanctions of
the Tribunal and
a criminal case
is pending.
Mr Oosthuizen
fully complied
with the sanctions of the
Tribunal.

The accused
fully complied
with the sanctions of the
Tribunal.

The agency received a
fine of R20 000 and had
to contribute R40 000
towards legal costs.

The Agency as well as Mr
Stubs and Mr Tommasi received a fine of R60 000.

The accused
fully complied
with the sanctions of the
Tribunal.
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The following pending cases will be finalised in the next financial year.
Fresh Produce
Agency

Market

Date of discipli- Accused
nary hearing

Reason for instituting disciplinary action

African Market
Agents

Port Elizabeth Fresh
Produce Market

Currently under Mr N Antoniou
investigation

Fraudulent deposits of over R2.6 million
recorded on the agency’s buyer card with the
assistance of a market official.

Boeremark
Market Agents

Cape Town Fresh
Produce Market

Currently under Mr J Melrose
investigation

• Agent forgot produce in cold room and then
tried to repack rotten produce with another
producer’s stock
• Poor prices achieved on stock that was sold.

Botha Roodt
Springs Market
Agents

Springs Fresh
Produce Market

12/05/2015

• Mismanagement of trust funds
• Fraudulent removal notes provided to APAC
• Late payments to producers

Botha Roodt
Springs Market
Agents

Springs Fresh
Produce Market

Currently under Mr E Odendaal
investigation

• Produce received was not captured on the
market system
• Some producers were not paid
• No proof of communication to producers
could be provided.

Fox & Brink
Market Agents

Cape Town Fresh
Produce Market

22/05/2015

Mr S Stadler
Mr PZ Potgieter
Mr J Marais
Mr LJ Cabano
Mr JM Das Neves

Potato shortages detected on 24 October
2014 to the value of R 2.5 million. Produce
was booked initially at R5 and R10 on a
credit facility of 21 days. 14 days later the
R5 and R10 transactions were cancelled and
rebooked at higher prices.

Fox & Brink
Market Agents

Cape Town Fresh
Produce Market

12/05/2015

Mr S Stadler
Mr PZ Potgieter
Mr J Marais
Mr LJ Cabano
Mr JM Das Neves

• Stock shortages detected in February 2015
• Poor prices achieved on the produce of two
farmers.

Izilimo Market
Agents

Kei fresh produce
market

14/05/2015

Mr O Sowazi

• Stock shortages
• Irregular credit sales
• Non-submission of audit report
• An unregistered agent trading.

John Bell & Co
Market Agents

Durban fresh
produce market

Currently under Mr T Vereyne
investigation
Mr J Vereyne
Mr H Ramlal

An APAC employee attempted to buy produce
from the Agency during which a wholesaler
on the agency’s floor was negotiating prices,
requesting for cash only and wanted to record
the sale in a Croxley book.

JS Matsau Market Welkom fresh
Agents
produce market

13/05/2015

Mr JS Matsau

Non-submission of trust reconciliations and
interim audit reports.

Rolihlahla Market
Agents

Johannesburg fresh
produce market

14/05/2015

Mr I Mangole

• Incomplete trust reconciliations
• Non-submission of audit reports
• Personal purchases and debit card
payments from trust account
• Outstanding fees.

Samuels & Sons
Market Agents

Kimberley fresh
produce market

13/05/2015

Mr D Samuels
Ms F Samuels

Trust account shortage of R150 000.
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Mr RJH Pottas
Mr JDR Fernandes
Mr E Odendaal

COURT APPLICATION
Mr F Claassen was found guilty of improper conduct on 21 July 2010, where his fidelity fund certificate was withdrawn,
suspended for a period of three years and fines were imposed.
Mr Claassen did not adhere to the sanctions of the Tribunal and therefore his certificate was withdrawn indefinitely. During
the year it came to APAC’s attention that Mr Claassen was again operating as a fresh produce agent on the Kei Fresh
Produce Market in Mthata. Council realised that producers were once again exposed to the possibility of suffering major
losses and on 11 September 2014 the High Court of the South Africa, Eastern Cape Division Mthatha, issued an interdict
denying Mr Claassen the right to operate as an agent.
Mr Claassen however did not adhere to the interdict and on 7 May 2015 the High Court of South Africa, Eastern Cape
Division Mthatha, ordered that Mr Claassen immediately be imprisoned for a period of two months for contempt of court.
PRODUCERS CLAIMS AGAINST THE FIDELITY FUND
The Act provides for the establishment and control of the fresh produce agents fidelity fund, which fund is controlled and
managed by APAC. The purpose of the fund is to reimburse producers who have suffered financial losses as a result of theft
by a fresh produce agent.
During the period under review, APAC received over R6.4 million worth of producer claims, and paid out less than 1% of
annual markets sales (over R13 billion).
A breakdown of the claims and payments from the fidelity fund is given in the table below:
Amount claimed

Paid from fidelity fund Reason for payment/ non-payment

R 3 821 791

No

Investigations at various agencies did not conclude a prima facie case. Despite the outcome of the investigations, the agencies reimbursed the producers.

R 1 900 000

Yes

An audit at NAK market agency revealed stock shortages of R1.9 million due to no
record keeping of produce received. In accordance with APAC’s internal procedures, the
claims were investigated, considered and approved for payment. We obtained the necessary supporting documents and affidavits from each claimant to assist the owner of the
agency with the criminal case opened against the agent, Mr Coleske.
APAC has also learned that SAPS is currently finalising an investment fraud charge
against Mr Coleske, after which both cases will be handed over for prosecution.
APAC is unhappy about having to pay these claims as Mr Colseke was not a first time
offender, and had similar offences at other agencies where he previously worked.
However, these agencies failed to blow the whistle on Mr Coleske or provide APAC with
sufficient evidence to prohibit him from doing any further damage.

R 770 000

Under investigation

We received two producer claims on poor prices achieved, which are currently being
investigated.
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ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES IMPLEMENTED BY APAC
COMPLIANCE AUDITS
The main purpose of compliance audits are to evaluate whether agencies are adequately complying with the Act and the Rules,
with a specific focus on their accounting practices, trust account management and payments made from the trust account.
We reviewed the process and format of compliance audits to establish if a less comprehensive compliance audit will still
provide the same outcome. Our conclusion was we would not be able to detect all non-compliance incidents, which would
therefore be a fruitless exercise. We will therefore continue with the current format. We have also included additional compliance audit criteria to ensure the effectiveness of this activity.
The table below is a high level summary of the significant results found during the past year’s compliance audits.
Significant compliance audit contraventions:
CONTRAVENTION

DESCRIPTION OF SECTION/ RULE

OUTCOME

ACTIONS TAKEN

Rule 32

Producer payments
Effecting payment to producers
within five working days after
the produce has been sold.

35% of agencies audited showed Agencies were cautioned
non-compliance. The greatest
on the adverse effects of not
contributing factor was produccomplying.
ers requesting full consignment
payments. Further results indicated
that the actual payment date as
per the bank statement and the
date captured on the relevant
market system differs.

Rule 32.4

Credit sales
A fresh produce agent shall not be entitled
without first having obtained the written
approval of his principal (which approval
has been granted with reference to a
specific purchaser, the identity of whom
is disclosed in such approval), to sell his
principal’s fresh produce on the credit of
his principal; provided however that such
credit shall not be granted for a period
which expires after the date on which the
fresh produce agent has to account to his
principal concerned in terms of rule 32.1.

Even though a 10% decrease
was noted in possible credit sales
found at agencies, we discovered
that agencies have now found
other ways in which the system
is manipulated apart from illegal
“Croxley sales”.
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Unlawful credit sales still remain
one of the biggest contraventions
of the Act and Rules.

Disciplinary action was
taken against three agencies.
APAC embarked on a pilot
project to investigate agencies’ buyer’s cards on a high
level. We also investigated
the relationship between
wholesalers on the market
and the various buyer’s
cards. This is discussed in the
table below.

CONTRAVENTION
Section 20(1)

Section 20 (2)

Section 20 (3)

DESCRIPTION OF SECTION/ RULE

OUTCOME

ACTIONS TAKEN

Payments to producers
A fresh produce agent shall pay to his
principal from his or her trust account the
proceeds of the sale of an agricultural
product after he or she has deducted from
such proceeds his or her agreed remuneration and the other reasonable expenses
incurred by him or her in connection with
the sale of that agricultural product.

Inadequate and ineffective
trust account management was
found at four agencies.

Disciplinary action has been
taken against these agencies.
The outcome of one is still
pending; in the other cases the
agencies fidelity fund certificates were withdrawn but
suspended for 3 years on condition that they are not found
guilty of a similar offence.

Some of the most concerning
contraventions found include:

• Irreconcilable producer
payments made.
•
Cash
transaction withdrawals
Trust account withdrawals
made
from the trust account.
Any withdrawal from a trust account for
•
Over
withdrawal
of commisthe purposes of a payment or deduction
sion.
referred to in subsection (1), the withdrawal of interest earned on a trust account or • Paying an advance out of
the trust account to the busian interest bearing account referred to in
ness account to cover
section (19)(3)(a) and any payment to the
operational expenses.
council in terms of subsection (2) of this
•
Returned
cheque and EFT
section. shall be made at the time and in
payments
withdrawn as
the manner set out in the rules.
commission.
Trust account withdrawals:
• Money other than trust money
No withdrawals other than those specified
kept in the trust bank account.
in subsection (3) shall be made from a
• Overstatement of farmers’
trust account or a savings or interest-bearadvance payments.
ing account referred to in section 19(3)
(a): Provided that any fees charged by the
The aggregated effect of the
institution at which they are kept shall be
above led to trust account defidebited against the business account of
cits, which were not declared
the fresh produce agent
during the monthly trust reconciliations submitted.

The agencies were cautioned
against paying farmers’
advances due to the potential
conflict of interest and recoverability of the advance against
the produce on hand.

During a pilot project a total of 15 agencies buyers’ cards and 5 wholesalers were selected at random and investigated for
a 6 months period on a high level, to determine the possible link in irregular credit sales taking place, as well as agencies
over exposing themselves to credit risk. The table below reflects some of the findings in the report.
High level summary of pilot project report on agency buyer’s cards and wholesalers:
Objective

Findings

Relationship between
producers and the agency
buyer’s card.

• 67% of the buyer’s card transactions indicated that it was used for the purchase of produce from a
producer that was exclusive to the agency the card belongs to.
• Two buyers cards reflected an unexclusive relationship to the agency whom the buyers cards belong to.

Exclusive use of buyer’s
card at the relevant
agency it belongs to.

At all the agencies, it was found that the buyer’s cards were used at other agencies. However the
volume of units bought in aggregate was not material.

Materiality of
cancellations at the
specific agency and other
agencies

• Only two buyers’ cards had no cancellations.
• All cancellations were exclusive to the agency who is the holder of the buyer’s card.
20% of the top five cancellations agreed with the top five producers where produce was bought from.
• All the cancellations were within acceptable parameters including the total volume of cancellations,
turnaround time, full transaction cancellation, etc. In only three cases, was produce cancelled four
days after the sales transaction.

Relationship between
wholesalers and agencies

Only one wholesaler bought exclusively from one specific agency. The others bought from almost all
agencies on the market.

Materiality of
cancellations at specific
wholesalers

There were no cancellation transactions at two of the wholesalers. Only one of the other three wholesalers revealed some areas of concern. These included:
• Up to 47% of the original sales transactions was cancelled.
• The same transactions were recorded and cancelled up to 10 times, without an actual sale being made.
• In instances where cancelled transactions were rebooked, it was done at a higher value or for the
same value.
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The results of this investigation show merit for being taken further as a pro-active regulating tool. However, the difficulty in
obtaining information created not only an administrative burden, but also compromised the outcome of the report.
STOCK AUDITS
Conducting stock audits are not an APAC function, yet we identified the need to perform this function in accordance to
Section 24 of the Act, due to the following reasons:
• Despite being fresh produce markets’ responsibility to conduct daily quality stock audits, we observed that not all
markets perform this function, or the manner in which the stock audits are conducted is of little or no value to detect and
address irregularities timely.
• A farmer’s most valuable asset is his or her fresh produce, which he or she entrusts an agent with to sell lawfully for
the best price within the supply and demand framework. Taken into consideration that in 2014 over 2 845 517 met. ton
with a rand value of over R13 billion was sold by fresh produce agents, it is important to have the necessary “checksand-balances” in place to safeguard farmers against possible financial risks and mitigate claims against the fidelity fund.
We previously outsourced the conducting of stock audits to a third party. However, as the outcome of an audit is often not
punitive but rather requires remedial intervention, we appointed a dedicated APAC staff member to perform this function in
July 2014.
The qualitative aspect of our stock audits is our area of focus rather than the quantitative aspect. Stock audits are
performed to ensure that each producer’s stock is counted per consignment, cultivar and size. This enables us to ensure
stock surpluses of one producer are not absorbed in stock shortages of another producer.
OUTCOME OF STOCK AUDITS
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The graph above depicts the composition of the stock audit results per province. It gives details of late sales, credit sales,
produce sold and not removed, as well as the net surplus or shortages after all the above has been taken into account.
Conducting a stock audit is more than just counting as the pre-audit planning and post audit validating of transactions
play a significant role in the outcome of an audit. The most significant concerns about non-compliance detected during the
period under review are listed here:
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• Late sales
When we give agents an opportunity to explain stock shortages, they often say that sales after marketing hours took
place. The concern, however, is that during the count we observe no buyers or transactions. This has resulted in two pending
disciplinary cases where the agent booked over 57 000 units as late sales and another agent falsified a removal note.
The outcome of our investigations into late sales also confirmed that agents use late sales as a mechanism for irregular
farmer credit sales (with no prior consent from producers to sell on credit). In most instances the volume was found to be
low and therefore we only cautioned the agents that future transgressions detected will result in punitive action.
Markets play a crucial role in implementing effective sales and payment policies for transactions taking place after
hours as well as ensuring the necessary system functionality is available to enable transparency. We therefore inform
the specific market managers if any of the above is lacking, and seldom however there is any or sufficient action.
• Discarded produce reflected as shortages
On one market over 7 500 stock shortages were detected, which were afterwards booked for prices ranging from
R5 to R10. Our investigation revealed rotten produce that had been discarded without following the correct procedure
of obtaining a health inspector’s discard note. We held a meeting with the market manager and the agents to reiterate
the importance of ensuring a health inspector is available to discard rotten produce and reminding agents that they
need records of engagements with producers on quality concerns.
• Sales notes not confirming to Rule 23
In the Western Cape, we obtained 88 sales notes that did not conform to the requirements of the Rules. Some of
the sales notes did not indicate the names of the farmers or the prices. Our investigation revealed that the sales relate to
produce that has been removed from the market for PPECB inspections and if approved by the PPECB, the sale is then
only formally recorded on the market system. We will be instituting a disciplinary hearing against the agent who has
continued this practice and now uses it as a mechanism for irregular credit sales.
• Theft
Securing produce after-market hours remains a challenge at certain fresh produce markets and consequently results in
some instances as valid reasons for small quantities of stock shortages. As we have no regulatory scope over markets
to enforce better security, we ensure that agents understand their responsibility to safeguard the produce and to
implement measures such as installing video cameras and gate controllers to limit or mitigate stock theft.
• Agents’ buyer’s cards
Agents paying on behalf of buyers also poses a possible risk. As these transactions are not transparently displayed on
the account sales reports, agents can overexpose their financial risk. For APAC to monitor these sales is an enormous task.
• Farmers’ credit sales transactions
We reviewed the credit sales policy in line with the outcome of stock audits. Our conclusion was that the policy does
effectively guide the transparency of credit sales transactions and does prevent reckless credit being provided to buyers
that expose farmers to possible financial risks. Despite our efforts to implement the policy, neither agents nor market
managers are enforcing the policy and we cannot institute any action against transgressors until the policy is
incorporated in the Rules. We hope in the current year to finalise the amended Rules to effectively enforce the policy.
We believe that most of the non-compliance issues detected can be managed if fresh produce markets in partnership with
agents and producers implement the Codes of Best Practices (CoBP) developed by the national steering committee on
Project Market Rebirth. However as the implementation of the CoBP is very slow, we will continue to monitor these noncompliance aspects and take remedial or punitive action where needed.
Often at farmers’ days, APAC is applauded for the stock audits we conduct and we are requested to expand on the
volumes counted, as it provides farmers with “peace of mind”. Potato SA has offered to assist us to increase the number of
stock audits and have made available R500 000 to APAC from June 2015. We hope to count an additional 45 000 units
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a month. We have also started to engage with other industry stakeholders for funding, as the more regularly stock audits
are conducted, the more effectively risks can be identified and mitigated.

AUDITORS CHECKLIST
In recent years we observed that the quality of some of the agencies’ audit reports are extremely poor. This poses various
risks not only to the agencies concerned but also to the fidelity fund and farmers. To mitigate this risk and improve the
quality of audit work performed by auditors, we have developed an auditor’s checklist in consultation with various
stakeholders. This checklist guides the auditor as to which aspects they should focus and report on within the requirements
of the Act, in addition to their normal audit procedures.
During the period under review, the checklist was piloted at an agency at the Durban fresh produce market. The result was to
confirm the adequacy, effectiveness and economy of the checklist. The checklist was rolled out in the current year nationally
as a Council directive requiring full compliance. In the current year we will align the compliance audit report to the auditor
checklist to identify areas of concern that require further investigation and implementation of corrective measures.

MARKET INTERVENTIONS
We received numerous requests from fresh produce agents to intervene on various fresh produce markets. Two of the most
significant interventions required were:
• Failure to pay over trust money to agencies
At three fresh produce markets, where there is poor internal market arrangements while market managers are absent,
agents did not receive their sales money within 24 hours and consequently, producers were not paid within five days.
Despite telephonic engagements and various requests to these markets, more than six complaints were lodged during
the year on these markets.
• Poor maintenance of IT systems and technology
In three instances, the poor maintenance of IT systems and related technology resulted in producers not being paid
within the required time frame of the Act. In one instance repairs of a server took over four weeks, which caused
significant delays in producer payments and month-end reconciliation.

TRAINING
APAC believes that training is a key component in ensuring an agent and agency’s success. Training not only ensures that
agents are knowledgeable about the regulatory framework they must adhere to at all times, but it also enables them to
increase their potential that directly benefits the sustainability and profitability of an agency.
Comsell courses
During the period under review, we conducted a national survey to identify and include topics in the Comsell courses that
agents indicated they need more knowledge on. We also continued to promote the value of trained agents.
Eleven agents passed all three courses with an average of 90% and above, and received gold certificates to recognise this
exceptional achievement.
To ensure an optimal training experience, we concluded the translation of the manuals to Afrikaans and also finalised
Comsell 100 into Isizulu. Further translations have been put on hold while we evaluate an alternative training model, as
currently training is only available every two to three months in a particular province. This not only influences the agent’s
ability to comply with the sanctions of the disciplinary tribunal, but also the registration requirements of Council.
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BEE workshop
The sustainability and profitability of new BEE agencies are vital to ensure effective transformation in the industry. As we
had an increase in new BEE agencies registering during the period under review, we identified the need to conduct a oneday workshop with the managers/owners of new and existing BEE agencies.
The workshop was held on 10 February 2015 and we extended our hand in availing our staff in assisting in performing
weekly reconciliations with the agencies, to ensure that potential risks associated with a start-up business are mitigated and
all possible areas of non-compliance are avoided from the start of operations.
Despite this workshop and even after various interventions, we were forced to take disciplinary steps against two agencies
to ensure that they submit their monthly trust reconciliations, which were overdue for over five months. One of these
agencies has now pledged their commitment and during recent weeks has shown that they are serious about their agency
and making a success in the industry.
General training
To support Project Rebirth, we also identified the need to conduct a workshop on the basic requirements of the Act and the
Rules to new and existing agents. We earmarked the most crucial aspects of the Act and the Rules that contribute to ethical
trading and developed a 50-page presentation. The workshop was presented to agents at Springs Fresh Produce Market
and Cape Town Market, and will be rolled out nationally in the coming year.
As Potato South Africa had identified the need to train their regional managers on basic Act and Rule requirements, we first
piloted the workshop with them in March 2015. Potato SA has since requested that we also conduct the workshops with
their farmers in the various regions, which we will start in May 2015.

MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS
Our marketing and promotion strategy is focused on achieving two objectives:
1. to educate farmers and industry stakeholders about the legislative requirements of the Act. This contributes towards
farmers’ understanding the fiduciary duties their agents should live up to as well as timeously blow the whistle on noncompliance aspects.
2. to promote the aggregated benefits obtained from using agents in the marketing and selling of fresh produce.
The following is a summary of marketing and promotion initiatives undertaken during the year:
• Maintaining the APAC website
Our website remains one of our most effective marketing tools and is
maintained to ensure it serves as a comprehensive information portal. We also
encourage producers at farmer days to visit the website on a monthly basis to
view the information pertaining to the agencies’ financial standing, recent
disciplinary hearings as well as to verify that their agent is registered with APAC.
• Articles
We published various educational and promotional articles in industry
magazines such as Farmers Weekly, AgriSA, SA Fruit Journal, Farmlink,
Veeplaas, Tomato News, Chips, Fruit and Veg.
• APAC Agent Magazine
The APAC Agent Magazine is the official publication of APAC, which is issued once a year. The 2014 edition focused
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on ethical trading, clarifying the difference between late sales and credit sales and providing insight into producer credit
sales requirements.
• Farmers’ newsletters
We electronically distributed three farmers’ newsletters. As Technofresh has over 6 000 subscribers, we used them as
the medium to reach farmers.
• Agents’ newsletters
The newsletters are used as a mechanism to inform agents about areas of concern as well as to applaud achievements,
such as agents who achieved an average of 90% for the Comsell 100 to 300 courses. This year, we sent out three
newsletters electronically.
• Exhibitions and career fair
To create awareness of the legislative requirements of the Act as well as promote
the agent occupation, APAC exhibited at the Produce Marketing Association
(PMA) conference as well as the Subtropical Symposium in August 2014.
• Media notification
Unregistered agents remain a concern due to APAC’s legislative inability to
act without sufficient evidence against such illegal traders and despite our various
marketing efforts to educate farmers about the risk of doing business with these illegal traders. We therefore issued a
media notification in March 2015 warning farmers against Mr F Claasen who caused severe financial losses to various
farmers.
• Presentations at various farmers’ meetings
Various presentations were done at farmers’ day meetings, which provided a good platform to engage with farmers.
New informative pamphlets and brochures were also designed and distributed at the farmers’ day meetings.
• Facebook
Social media platforms are one of the most effective resources in the digital marketing arsenal. APAC’s Facebook page
ensures that we continuously showcase our organisation, create awareness about various regulatory aspects as well as
contribute to relationship building. We currently have over 800 “likes”. See “Agricultural Produce Agents Council” on
Facebook.
• Buyers’ campaign
As buyers are an important stakeholder in ensuring ethical trading, we have designed
educational posters to display at the cashier’s offices at Cape Town Market. We are planning
a more interactive campaign with buyers at a few more markets during the course of the current
year.
During the period under review we also explored the option of using a marketing specialist to
ensure we reach our target audience more effectively. Two market specialists confirmed that we
are using the correct mediums for marketing within a limited budget.

AMENDMENT OF THE RULES FOR EXPORT, LIVESTOCK AND FRESH PRODUCE AGENTS
The process of amending the rules began in 2013, but was put on hold as a result of concerns raised by industry
stakeholders during the public consultation meetings held on the draft Agricultural Produce Agencies Bill as well as at the
Project Market Rebirth meetings. It was viewed as important to firstly establish industry comments on proposed Bill changes
which directly influenced the amendment of the rules and secondly to determine whether there would still be a need to
amend the current rules if new legislations was proclaimed soon. As we were informed in 2014 that the draft Bill will not be
proclaimed in the current structure, we continued with drafting amendments and consulting with stakeholders.
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It should be noted that the process has been very time-consuming as each engagement with a stakeholder group takes
approximately 12 weeks, however this process remains essential in order to consider each party’s views, before
concluding it.
Export agents rules
After drafting proposed amendments to the export agents’ rules, we started the process of consulting with the Fresh
Produce Exporters Forum (FPEF). The FPEF’s initial responses to the proposed amendments were negative: they felt they
have been effectively self-regulated to date and did not want the additional burden of being over-regulated. We continued
to have various meetings with the FPEF after which several amendments were made to the original amended document. On
recommendation by the FPEF, we also met with three export agencies after which further changes were made.
In March 2015, we met with Fruit SA to obtain input from the various producers organisations situated under their umbrella.
As the rule amendments are complex, we also offered to do a presentation to explain the various facets of the proposed
changes. We are currently awaiting their feedback.
Livestock agents’ rules
In 2014 we concluded our engagements on the proposed amended rules with the industry body for livestock agents, the
South African Federation of Livestock Agents (SAFLA), after which the document was submitted for comment to the Red
Meat Producers Organisation (RPO) on 27 August 2014. In comparison to the SAFLA engagements, the RPO requested
stricter regulation of the occupation and made extensive comments on proposed changes. Two meetings also took place
with the RPO in October 2014 and March 2015. During February 2015, Wildlife Ranching SA (WRSA) also indicated
the urgent need for stricter regulation for game agents. We note that since late 2014 APAC has been overwhelmed by
producers requesting assistance with the unethical behaviour of game agents.
As we believe sufficient consultation took place on the draft rules, we published the document in April 2015 on our
website, Facebook and in the Government Gazette, inviting further comments by 30 May 2015. As no further comments
were received, the document will be circulated in June 2015 to the Council for final approval, after which it will be
submitted to the DAFF.
Fresh Produce Agents Rules
We concluded drafting amendments to the Rules in 2014. However, as several aspects such as stock reservations, price
discrimination, agent credit sales, late sales, cancellations, etc. were raised as concerns, with conflicting viewpoints by
industry stakeholders, we felt the need to first obtain the views of the Institute of Market Agents SA (IMASA) and the South
African Union of Food Markets (SAUFM), before formally submitting the amended draft for public comment. IMASA and
SAUFM requested four months to deliberate jointly on the matter and have since met in March. They will meet again in
April and May 2015. As soon as we have the opinions of these stakeholders, we will consider their amendments and hold
a formal workshop if needed to conclude the amendments.

TRANSFORMATION
In 2014 we identified that an internship programme would be the most effective method to accelerate the transformation
of agents in terms of access to the agency model and industry. The chairperson of the Transformation Committee had
various meetings with the Agri-Seta to obtain funding for the internship programme. Despite the Agri-Seta indicating their
willingness to assist as the programme will address scarce skills, it has been a very time-consuming process. In March
2015, Agri-Seta informed us that funding had been approved but only for four interns. We decided to continue with the
programme and use it as an opportunity to gain experience on how to effectively implement an intern programme. We
hope that in 2016 more funding will be made available and we can roll out to other provinces. The interns will begin
employment on 1 July 2015.
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The Chairperson also continued to attend and render
assistance to the AgriBEE Charter Council in order to use
it as a vehicle to establish and implement transformation
initiatives.
We continue to request AgriBEE compliance levels from any
new agencies that register, and encourage them to comply
with the AgriBEE Sector Code.

PROSPECTS
Governing the industry remains crucial, not only to ensure
professional and ethical standards are maintained by
agents, but also to ensure that this marketing channel
remains an option for today and tomorrow’s producers.
With an exceptionally small staff, much was achieved
during the period under review. We hope in the near future
to have the necessary resources to expand on certain
activities that have proven to be effective as well as to delve
into other areas that are currently not effectively managed,
monitored or regulated and that influence the transparency
of the industry.
Areas that APAC wishes to further explore include:
• Buyer interactions (including sales, cancellations and
reservations)
• Effective monitoring of agency credit sales
• Full access to market systems
• Greater compliance and stock audit footprint
• Market intelligence supporting the objective of proactive
regulation.
We are privileged to report that during December 2014,
SAUFM granted APAC access to the Freshmark System
used by the majority of agencies registered with APAC.
Freshmark envisaged that the live read only access will be
available by end of July 2015. This exciting development
allows APAC to more effectively address producer
complaints, internal investigations and the objective of
proactive regulation.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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APAC ensures that it fulfils its statutory regulatory mandate by having due regard to the principles of responsible decisionmaking, fairness, transparency, accountability and effective leadership.
During the period under review, one audit and remuneration committee meeting took place. Attendance at these is shown
as “X” and apology received as “A”.
BOARD MEMBER

MEETING ATTENDANCE: 9 JULY 2014

Mr T.D. van Zyl

X

Mr C.J.J. Pieterse

X

Mr P.M. Botha

A

FUNCTIONS OF COUNCIL
The Agricultural Produce Agents Act defines the functions of Council as to:
• formulate policies
• establish rules and codes of conduct
• take steps as it may deem necessary to achieve its objectives
• control the registration of fresh produce, export and livestock agents
• administer the Fresh Produce Agents’ Fidelity Fund
• regulate the Fresh Produce Agents’ trust accounts
• make grants with regard to research in fields of activities relevant to the business of agents
• make grants towards the maintenance and promotion of the standard of conduct of agents
• make grants towards the maintenance and promotion of the training standards of agents
• advertise and promote the services and facilities offered by agents
• promote public awareness.
COMPOSITION OF COUNCIL
In terms of the Act, Council consists of 18 members, appointed by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. The
term of Council members may not exceed three years although they are eligible for reappointment. The 18 member
Council compromises:
• Two producers of livestock
• Two producers of fresh produce
• Three fresh produce agents
• Three export agents
• Three livestock agents
• Two persons representing consumers
• Two persons designated by the Minister
• A departmental official
Council is responsible for providing overall guidance on the strategy to fulfil the Act’s objective, business planning and
related affairs of APAC.
On 5 June 2014, six members were appointed until 4 March 2017. In September 2014, the Department advertised vacancies to fill the positions that become vacant on 4 March 2015.
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COUNCIL MEETINGS
During the period under review, one general council meeting was held.
BOARD MEMBER

POSITION

Mr T.D. van Zyl

(Chairperson) Fresh Produce Producer

X

Mrs L. Pretorius

Registrar – Ex officio member

X

Mrs S. Nel

Deputy Registrar - Ex officio member

X

Mr A.G. Petersen

Export Agent

A

Mr M.J. Oosthuizen

Fresh Produce Agent

X

Mr P.M. Botha

Fresh Produce Agent

X

Ms T.E. Fredericks

Fresh Produce Agent

A

Mr J.C. Faure

Fresh Produce Producer

X

Mr W. Clack

Livestock Producer

X

Mr C. Troskie

Livestock Agent

A

Mr W. J. Meyer

Livestock Agent

X

Mr C. H. Scheepers

Livestock Agent

A

Mr S. Symington

Export Agent

A

Ms G.A Backhouse

Export Agent

X

Ms C.N. Mkhonto

Consumer

A

Mrs M. Snyman

Consumer

X

Ms S. Malinga

Designated

A

Ms M. Mohapi

Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

X

Ms G.M. Senyolo

Designated

A

• An “A” indicates that an apology
was received
• An “x” indicates attendance
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MEETING ATTENDANCE:
9 JULY 2014

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS ATTENDED BY EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS
At the Council meeting held on 9 July 2014, the Chairperson invited nominations from Council members to serve on the
various sub-committees and also to ensure succession planning for members whose terms expire in March 2015. Mr Clack,
Mrs Fredericks, Mrs Oosthuizen and Mr van Staden were nominated to serve on the executive committee.
During the period under review, three executive committee meetings were held.
BOARD MEMBER

POSITION HELD

Meeting
attendance:
9 July 2014

Meeting
attendance:
2 September 2014

Meeting
attendance:
4 December 2014

Mr T.D. van Zyl

(Chairperson) Fresh Produce
Producer

X

X

X

Mrs L. Pretorius

Registrar – Ex officio member

X

X

X

Mrs S. Nel

Deputy Registrar – Ex officio
member

X

X

X

Mr P.M. Botha

Fresh Produce Agent

X

X

X

Ms G.A. Backhouse

Export Agent

X

A

A

Mr N. van Staden

Export Agent

*

A

A

Mr W. Clack

Livestock Producer

*

X

X

Ms T.E. Fredericks

Fresh Produce Agent

*

X

A

Mr M.J. Oosthuizen

Fresh Produce Agent

*

X

X

• An “x” indicates attendance
• An “A” indicates that an apology was received
• An “*” indicates that the member was nominated as an Exco member at the Council meeting held on 9 July 2014.
SUSTAINABILITY
APAC is committed to acting environmentally responsibly and firmly believes that as an organisation we should ensure that
we leave the planet a better place for future generations.
During the period under review we continued with our activities:
• encouraged green thinking with our “go green” slogan used on all our outgoing documents and emails
• used recycled paper for correspondence and invoices
• encouraged staff to reduce their carbon footprint and save energy by turning off lights, computers and
printers after working hours and on weekends.
We might be small in size but every bit counts towards preserving our planet.
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CONTACT
INFORMATION
OFFICE

Benvista Office Park, Unit number 5, Edgar street
Jansen Park, East Rand

POSTAL ADDRESS

Suite number 69, Private Bag X 9, East Rand, 1462

CONTACT NUMBER

011 894 3680

FAX NUMBER

011 894 3761

WEBSITE

www.apacweb.org.za

E-MAIL

lizel@apacweb.org.za

AUDITORS
Mr. J. Droskie
Registered Accountant & Auditor

BANKERS

Nedbank
Investec
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE AGENTS COUNCIL

www.apacweb.org.za

